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Just published 15,000+ words on security keys. ■■■

With SIM attacks at their highest, now is a great time to take a closer look at your

online security.

Removing SMS from your two-factor auth is a start, but authenticator apps have

downsides too...

https://t.co/Dk0MPJHL2V
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Just look at these headlines from recent SIM swap and port attacks.

It's all too established for attackers to find ways to socially engineer control of your phone number and start gaining control

of your accounts.

I first talk about some general security tips.



Unfortunately not all websites let you remove your phone number from accounts.

You may consider migrating your phone carrier to @googlefi , which requires email account access to do anything (and can

be locked down with security keys and even Advanced Protection)

Beyond SMS, I talk about issues that TOTP authenticator apps (the code generators) have as a form of two-factor auth.

They're so, so much better than relying on SMS for your second factor but they still have issues like utilizing shared secrets

and lacking phishing prevention.

https://twitter.com/googlefi


Enter security keys!

Utilizing public key cryptography they don't have any shared secret between the client and the server. They prevent phishing

by taking the website domain into account.

Even if you get tricked by a clone phishing website, your key won't.

Keys have been around for a while under various names and technologies. Recently it was FIDO U2F + CTAP1 but now we

have FIDO2 WebAuthn with CTAP2..

It's all very confusing...

Security keys are great for two-factor auth but FIDO2 has a vision for more: support for platform authenticators (like

fingerprint readers and other biometrics) as well as being able to use them for "passwordless" authentication.

https://t.co/qHI8n8x8m6
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But this area is still nascent. Plagued by years of sub-par security key support across browsers. Things have been getting

better in recent years with recently updated NFC support on iOS 13 but it's still a waiting game until things are made easier.

Which brings the question.. Why must I carry around an extra device just to be safe online?

You shouldn't. WebAuthn aims to change that.

But for now, security keys—combined with strong online security best practices—are a great way to fortify your regular

online activities.

This article was so long (like all of mine) that I took the time to build this little fly-out table of contents browser ■



I also went out of my way to design these little security key icons in figma while I was writing this ■ cc @Yubico

https://twitter.com/Yubico
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